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Management Board

The National Biodiversity Data Centre is governed by 
a Management Board, established by the Heritage 
Council. The Management Board is responsible for 
setting the strategic direction of the work of the 
National Biodiversity Data Centre and for ensuring 
proper corporate governance. 

The composition of the Management Board:

Michael Starrett  Chief Executive,  
 The Heritage Council

Dr Ciaran O’Keeffe  Director, National Parks 
 and Wildlife Service

Dr Matthew Jebb  Director, National Botanic Gardens

Dr Peter McLoughlin  Head of School of Science 
 and Computing 
 Department, Waterford 
 Institute of Technology

Nigel Monaghan  Keeper, National Museum of 
 Ireland – Natural History Division

Jack Nolan  Head of Nitrates, Biodiversity and 
 Engineering Division, Department 
 of Agriculture, Food and the Marine

Rachel Kenny  Director of Planning,  
 An Bord Pleanála

Declan Quigley  Senior Port Office, Sea Fisheries 
 Protection Authority

Mark Wright  Head of Evidence, Natural 
 Environment Division, Northern 
 Ireland Environment Agency

Bernadette Guest  Heritage Officer,  Waterford City 
 and County Council

The National Biodiversity Data Centre is an initiative of 
the Heritage Council and is operated under a service 
level agreement by Compass Informatics. The Centre 
is funded by the Department of the Arts, Heritage and 
the Gaeltacht.

Dr Úna Fitzpatrick has 
overall responsibility for the 
Irish Pollinator Initiative and 
development of a national 
plant recording strategy. Úna 
also leads the Data Centre’s 

work on the Irish Vegetation Classification System 
and the Red List Programme, and is currently working 
on the roll-out of a National Sampling Framework to 
deliver more efficient national survey methodologies.

Dr Liam Lysaght, Director of 
the Data Centre, is responsible 
for the strategic direction and 
planning of the work of the Data 
Centre. He has taken the lead 
on some of the outreach work 

of the Data Centre, such as development of Ireland’s 
BioBlitz initiative. He is also Head of Delegation for 
Ireland to the Global Biodiversity Information Facility. 
He has expertise in ornithology, and is a keen butterfly 
recorder. 

Dr Tomás Murray is 
responsible for the Butterfly 
and Bumblebee Monitoring 
Schemes and the National 
Biodiversity Indicators. Tomás 
recently produced a Bioclimatic 

Map of Ireland and deals with much of the data 
analysis and ecological modeling work of the Data 
Centre. He has a particular expertise in the ecology 
of social insects. 

Colet te O ’ Flyn n  has 
responsibility for all aspects of 
the work of the Data Centre on 
Invasive Species. She manages 
the National Invasive Species 
Database, provides national 

coordination of invasive species data and information, 
and has contributed to the development of policy 
development at the European level. 

Barry O’Nei l l  look s 
af ter  maintenance of 
the IT infrastructure of 
the Data Centre, data 
management, and updating 
of the mapping system 

Biodiversity Maps. Barry is responsible for 
development of the Data Centre’s website and  
the online record submission and management 
systems that support much of the data capture work 
of the Data Centre.

Staff News

Maria Walsh has been very 
much the public face of the 
Data Centre, often being the 
first point of contact since 
its establishment. Maria 
moves on to take up a new 

appointment with the Heritage Council but she will 
be greatly missed as both a colleague and a friend by 
us all. We wish her every best success in her new role.

Dr Erin Jo Tiedeken After 
a year with the Data Centre 
working on implementation 
of the All-Ireland Pollinator 
Plan, Erin Jo is moving back 
to the USA. Erin Jo made a 

huge contribution to promoting the Pollinator Plan, 
and was a powerful advocate for the important work 
of the Data Centre. We have no doubt but that Erin Jo 
has an outstanding career ahead of her.

Lynda Weekes worked with 
the Data Centre for more than 
six years, working initially 
on the National Vegetation 
Database, then registering to 
do a PhD on the classification 

of Irish river vegetation, based at the Data Centre. We 
will miss her expertise and her warm personality. 

Staff of the National Biodiversity Data Centre
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Director’s Comment

This. year. we. are. celebrating.
10. years. since. the. National.
Biodiversity. Data. Centre. was.
established.. A nd. what. an.
eventful. 10. years. it. has. been!.
Ireland.now.has.a.national.centre.
that. is. dedicated. to. biological.
recording,.providing.a.focus.to.the.

thousands.of.people.who.are.interested.in.biodiversity.and.
its.conservation..When.the.Data.Centre.was.established.in.
2007,.it.was.hard.to.image.that.10.years.later.we.would.have.
a.modern.information.management.system.used.daily.by.
professional.and.voluntary.recorders.to.manage.information.
on.biodiversity.in.the.Irish.countryside..The.Data.Centre.
is.not.only.providing.a.framework.that.everyone.can.use.
to.document.the.biodiversity.of.their.local.area.and.make.
these.data.widely.available,.it.also.provides.a.one.stop.shop.
for.high.quality..information.that.can.be.used.by.the.public.
and.private.sectors.to.help.their.decision-making.to.benefit.
nature.conservation...

The.numbers.speak.for.themselves..
There.are.now.more.than.4.million.
biodiversity.records.of.almost.16,000.
species.from.140.databases.published.
on. Biodiversity. Maps.. In. excess. of.
200,000.records.have.been.submitted.
by.almost.6,500.citizen.scientists.using.our.online.data.
capture.systems..And.as.more.people.are.seeing.the.value.of.
what.we.do,.the.rate.of.submission.is.increasing.all.the.time;.
already.in.the.first.five.months.of.this.year.more.than.27,000.
new.records.were.submitted..And.these.data.are.feeding.
directly.to.decision-making..We.know.that.the.national.
database.is.being.queried.on.a.daily.basis.by.professionals.
wanting.to.find.out.what.biodiversity.has.been.documented.
at.different.sites,.so.that.this.information.can.inform.land.
management.decisions.that.are.being.made..

Engagement.and.outreach.is.a.very.important.part.of.what.
we.do..More.than.2,200.citizen.scientists.and.professional.
ecologists.have.benefitted.from.formal.training.provided.by.
the.Data.Centre.over.the.years..Local.communities.benefit.
from.the.outreach.programme.provided.by.the.staff.who.run.
local.workshops.on.an.almost.weekly.basis.during.the.peak.
recording.season..This.outreach.is.supported.by.a.series.of.
beautiful.identification.swatches.produced.by.the.Data.Centre.
specifically.to.meet.Irish.needs.

Ireland. is. fortunate. to. now. have.
in.place.a.suite.of.online.systems.and.
applications. to. meet. the. strategic.
needs.of.the.biodiversity.sector.that.
can. complement. the. more. formal.
‘hard’.conservation.data.needs.of.the.
National.Parks.and.Wildlife.Service..The.National.Sampling.
Framework.now.provides.an.impressive.online.management.
system.that.can.be.used.to.organise.and.manage.national.
surveys,.and.capture.the.quantitative.data.that.they.generate..

The.Actions.for.Biodiversity.system.provides.a.framework.to.
map.where.individuals.and.organisations.have.taken.action.
on.the.ground.to.help.biodiversity..Our.system.can.now.
collate.and.map.these.actions.so.that.they.can.be.reported.
on,.showing.the.cumulative.benefits.of.everyone’s.work.

Of. course,. it. is. not. all. about. data. or. systems.. Work.
programmes.on.threatened.and.protected.species,.invasive.
species,.pollinators,.plant.genetic.resources.and.vegetation.
have.used.these.data.to.build.the.knowledge.base,.thereby.
meeting. some. of. the. information. needs. of. our. partner.
government.departments.or.state.agencies..And.the.three.
national.monitoring.schemes.we.operate.–.on.butterflies,.
marsh.fritillary.and.bumblebees.–.are.generating.very.precise.
population.indices.to.gain.insights.into.how.big.ticket.factors.
like.land.use.and.climate.change.are.impacting.on.biodiversity.
in.the.wider.countryside.

Looking.to.the.future,.the.Data.Centre,.working.with.its.
partners,.needs.to.get.the.message.out.there.that.biodiversity.
is.important..Documenting.what.biodiversity.we.have.and.
how.it.is.changing.is.not.just.like,.say,.stamp.collecting.-.a.
hobby.that.helps.us.to.escape.from.the.stresses.and.strains.
of.everyday.life.–.it.is.an.actual.indicator.of.the.physical.

and.mental.health.of.Irish.society..The.role.the.Data.Centre.
can.play. in.this. is. to.build.the.empirical.evidence.base.
across.a.broader.spectrum.on.how.biodiversity.of.the.wider.
countryside.is.changing,.delivered.in.the.most.efficient.
way.possible...This.requires.that.we.plan.and.promote.a.
programme.of.systematic.surveys.for.the.medium.to.long-
term,.and.that.both.we.and.the.recorders.on.whom.we.depend.
are.secure.in.the.knowledge.that.there.is.also.a.commitment.
from.the.State.to.increase.resources.toward.this.essential.
service.in.the.long.term.

As.you.will.read.in.this.issue.of.Biodiversity Ireland.there.are.
a.large.number.of.individuals.and.organisations.involved.in.
biological.recording,.and.the.information.generated.provides.
valuable.insights.for.the.benefit.of.Irish.society...Ten.years.
on,.it.is.impossible.to.imagine.a.public.sector.conservation.
landscape.without.a.National.Biodiversity.Data.Centre..

“The numbers speak for themselves. There are 
now more than 4 million biodiversity records 
of almost 16,000 species from 140 databases 

published on Biodiversity Maps.”

“Ten years on, it is impossible to imagine a 
public sector conservation landscape without a 

National Biodiversity Data Centre.”
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Atlas of Mammals in Ireland Editors Liam Lysaght and Ferdia 
Marnell, National Parks and Wildlife Service, with 

Éanna Ní Lamhna

Michael Starrett, Chief Executive of the Heritage Council 
and Éanna Ní Lamhna who launched the Atlas of Mammals.

Staff of the National Biodiversity Data Centre, Lynda Weekes, Tomás Murray, Maria Walsh, Liam Lysaght, Barry O’Neill, Úna 
FitzPatrick and Colette O’Flynn, celebrating the launch of the Atlas of Mammals on 18th January at the Heritage Council, 

Áras na hOidhreachta in Kilkenny. 

News

Butterfly Atlas 2021
2017.will.be.a.landmark.year.for.the.Irish.Butterfly.
Monitoring.Scheme..Not.only.will.it.be.our.10th.field.
season.monitoring.Ireland’s.butterflies,. it.will.also.
mark.the.start.of.the.Butterfly.Atlas.2021..Running.
from. 2017. to. 2021. the. Butterfly. Atlas. will. bring.
together.information.from.all.our.butterfly.recording.
activities.into.one.overarching.project.with.the.goal.of.
identifying.where.Ireland’s.butterflies.currently.exist.
in.the.Irish.landscape..The.Atlas.will.be.an.all-island.
initiative.coordinated.by.the.National.Biodiversity.Data.
Centre.in.collaboration.with.Butterfly.Conservation.
Ireland,.Butterfly.Conservation.UK,.and.the.Centre.for.
Environmental.Data.and.Recording...

It’s.really.easy.to.get.involved.and.support.the.atlas:.
whenever.you.see.a.butterfly.and.know.what.it.is,.please.
submit. the. record. to. us. here. in. the. Data. Centre. at.
https://records.biodiversityireland.ie!..If.you.need.any.
help.identifying.a.butterfly,.take.a.look.at.the.‘Ireland’s.
Butterflies’.section.of.the.Butterfly.Atlas.2021.website.or.
email.us.a.photo.to:.butterflies@biodiversityireland.ie..If.
you.want.to.support.the.atlas.further,.there.are.particular.
locations.where.we.need.more.information..To.find.out.
where.and.how.you.can.help,.please.visit.the.Butterfly.
Atlas.2021.website.here:..

http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-
biodiversity/surveys/butterflyatlas/ 

Publication of Atlas of Mammals 
in Ireland 2010-2015

The. Atlas. of. Mammals. in. Ireland. 2010-2015.
can. be. purchased. from. our. online. shop. at..
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/shop/ 
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Resources
The All-Ireland Pollinator Plan - 
Year 1 Review
The.All-Ireland.Pollinator.Plan.2015-2020.is.a.shared.
plan.of.action.that.asks.everyone.–.from.farmers.to.
local.authorities,.to.schools,.gardeners.and.businesses.
–.to.help.make.the.island.of.Ireland.more.pollinator-
friendly.. To. track. progress. and. help. measure. the.
effectiveness.of.the.Pollinator.Plan,.we.published.a.
review.summarising.the.major.accomplishments.in.the.
first.year.of.implementation..

Of. the. original. 81. actions. in. the. Plan,. 34. were.
completed.as.agreed.by.the.end.of.the.first.year.(43%)..
A.further.33.actions.are.in.train.(41%).and.13.have.not.
yet.been.progressed.(16%)..With.well.over.three.quarters.
of.the.Plan’s.actions.already.complete.or.in.train,.we.are.
confident.significant.progress.will.be.achieved.before.
2020..

In.2016,.a.Junior.Version.of.the.Pollinator.Plan.was.
published..It.was.subsequently.voluntarily.translated.
into.Irish.by.Dr.Pól.Mac.Cana.(Wildlife.Officer,.Northern.
Ireland.Environment.Agency)..

To.aid.with.the.implementation.process,.pollinator-
friendly.guideline.documents.for.local.communities,.
gardens,.businesses.and.Councils.were.published.and.
promoted.in.2016..Guidelines.for.farmland.and.transport.
authorities.are.in.train,.and.will.be.published.in.the.
coming.months..How-to-Guides.were.also.published.for.
three.pollinator-friendly.actions.(Creating wild pollinator 
nesting habitats; Collecting pollinator-friendly wildflower 
seed; and.Managing hedgerows for pollinators)..All.of.
these.resources.are.available.to.download.from.the.
Pollinator.Plan’s.website..

Since.its.publication.the.All-Ireland.Pollinator.Plan.
has.been.promoted.via.139.published.articles,.interviews.
and.events..In.2016,.a.special.pollinator.award.was.
launched.in.the.Tidy.Towns.competition..The.Heritage.
and.Biodiversity.Officer.Network.came.together.to.
sponsor.this.award,.and.the.impact.has.been.huge,.with.
57.communities.already.supporting.more.pollinators.
through.their.actions..

Earlier. this. year. the. Pollinator. Plan. launched. a.
new.system.for.tracking.the.build-up.of.food,.shelter.
and.safety.for.pollinators.in.our.landscape..A.publicly.
available.website.called.‘Actions.for.Pollinators’.(https://
pollinators.biodiversityireland.ie/).allows.anyone.who.
has.taken.pollinator-friendly.actions.to.log.their.location.
and.the.action(s).taken..Once.established,.the.system.
will.help.coordinate.efforts.locally.between.community.
groups,.Local.Authorities,.schools,.etc..

The. growing. support. for. the. Pollinator. Plan.
demonstrates.the.enormous.enthusiasm.across.the.island.
for.pollinator.conservation..The.excellent.progress.to.
date.is.due.to.the.incredible.efforts.by.the.Plan’s.more.
than.70.partners..We.look.forward.to.continuing.this.
work.in.2017.and.beyond,.to.help.make.Ireland.a.place.
where.pollinators.can.survive.and.thrive..

–. Erin.Jo.Tiedeken.and.Úna.FitzPatrick

Ireland’s Citizen Science Portal
The.Data.Centre.has.released.a.new.Citizen.Science.Portal.to.provide.
a.facility.for.recorders.to.submit.their.sightings,.and.to.manage.
their.own.records.online..The.new.system.gives.greater.visibility.
of.recording.activity.across.the.island.of.Ireland,.but.also.allows.
recorders.to.compare.their.recording.efforts.between.years,.and.
with.other.recorders.
http://records.biodiversityireland.ie/

See.the.most.recently.
submitted.records

Map.shows.the.number.
of.records.and.species.

submitted.for.each.county

Live.feed.of.photographs.
submitted.with.the.records

Join.the.Recorder.League.
to.see.how.your.recording.

efforts.compare.with.others

Map.your.own.records

Compare.your.species.list.
between.years
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Forget-me-not   © Zoë Devlin,  
www.wildflowersofireland.net

 Rockabill Island © Brian Burke

The National 
Biodiversity 
Data Centre

OUR TOP 10 SERIES
To mark the 10th anniversary of the establishment of the National 
Biodiversity Data Centre, we ran an online series of ‘Biodiversity 
Ireland’s Top 10s’ to highlight aspects of biodiversity. The picks 
are personalised choices of the staff of the Data Centre. The 
topics featured: Top 10 seasonal events; 10 sites to visit before 
you die; 10 favourite species; 10 species Ireland has lost; 10 
species we are at risk of losing; 10 conservation success stories; 
10 ways to help biodiversity; 10 must unwanted species; 10 
favourite places; 10 curious distributions; 10 unforgettable 
experiences; and 10 policies for biodiversity. What would make 
it on to your lists?

Here are two examples from our Top 10s:

TOP 10 CONSERVATION SUCCESS 
STORIES
In.this.list,.we.profiled.successful.conservation.initiatives.

Ireland.has.a.major.responsibility.for.the.conservation.
of.Roseate.Tern.(Sterna dougallii)..as.it.supports.80%.of.the.
entire.European.breeding.population.of.this.species..Roseate.
Tern.suffered.a.50%.decline.over.a.20-year.period.in.the.
latter.part.of.the.20th.century..At.Rockabill.Island,.off.the.
north.Dublin.coast,.the.largest.breeding.colony,.the.numbers.
dropped.to.a.low.of.180.pairs.in.1989.

BirdWatch.Ireland.and.NPWS.initiated.a.conservation.
project.on.Rockabill.Island.and.the.number.of.breeding.pairs.
of.Roseate.Tern.has.now.risen.to.over.1,500..Challenges.still.
remain.to.secure.the.future.conservation.of.this.species,.but.
the.ongoing.management.of.Rockabill.Island.is.one.of.Ireland’s.
great.conservation.success.stories..

10 FAVOURITE SPECIES
Everyone.has.a.species.they.particularly.like.or.that.they.
associate. with. a. special. wildlife. encounter.. We. asked..
each.staff.member.of.the.Data.Centre.to.nominate.their.
favourite.species..

Dr.Úna.FitzPatrick.chose.the.Forget-me-
not.as.her.favourite.species,.which.made.our.
front.cover.in.this.issue:.

To.view.the.full.
lists.of.the.Data.
Centre’s.top.10.
picks,.please.see.http://www.
biodiversityireland.ie/biodiversity-
irelands-top-10/

In a special series of articles, over the following pages, we look at the achievements of the 
National Biodiversity Data Centre over the past 10 years and hopes for the future

“I love that you don’t have to be 
anywhere special for it to appear 
and brighten up your day. 
The last time I saw it was 
along a pavement outside 
a supermarket. It is so tiny 
you have to stop and have a look, 
but that perfect blue flower will 
outshine anything for me.”
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Establishing.a.biodiversity.
recording.centre.for.Ireland

The outgoing Chair of the Board 
Dr Mary Kelly Quinn reflects on 
the first 10 years of the National 
Biodiversity Data Centre.

I.would. like. to. share. some. of. my.
observations. and. reflections. from.
the.six.years.I.spent.as.Chair.of.the.
Board.of.the.Data.Centre,.a.position.

I.held.until.2016..In.its.first.five.years.of.operation,.
the.work.of.the.Data.Centre.was.mainly.focussed.on.
building.the.data.management.system.and.web-based.
interfaces.for.querying.and.displaying.data,.as.well.as.
sourcing.data.from.various.providers.and.initiating.some.
monitoring.schemes.and.recorder.training..Needless.to.
say,.data.providers.have.been.central.to.the.success.of.
the.Centre.to.date.and.its.future.operation..The.many.
voluntary.recorders.or.citizen.scientists.have.made.a.
huge.contribution.that.deserves.special.mention..

While.data.acquisition.and.collation.remained.a.
core.activity.in.the.second.five-year.period,.the.vision.
and.emphasis.shifted.towards.mobilising.data.and.
information,.and.enabling.its.wider.use.by.national.
and.international.parties..So.the.last.five.years.has.
seen.the.Data.Centre.emerge.as.important.national.
infrastructure,.providing.high.quality.biodiversity.
data.that.are.the.evidence.base.for.species.and.habitat.
conservation,.planning.and.related.policy..Facilitating.
and.promoting.the.use.of.biodiversity. information.
through.data.analysis,.interpretation.and.reporting.is.
clearly.articulated.as.a.key.objective.
in. the. Centre’s. Strategic. Plan. 2013-
2017..For.me,.this.is.the.ultimate.goal.
and.reason.for.a.Data.Centre..Indeed,.
the.staff.works.with.many.partners.
to. prioritise.data.analysis. to. ensure.
that.maximum.use.can.be.made.of.the.data..This.also.
represents.significant.added.value.for.the.datasets,.
especially.those.funded.by.Government.departments.
and.agencies.....

Meeting. the. needs. of. data. users. means. that. the.
Data.Centre.need.to.be.cognisant.of.and.respond.to.
the.data.and.information.needs.of.the.varied.users..It.
requires.staff.to.prioritise.work.tasks,.adapt.their.work.
programme.and.engage.in.horizon.scanning..Many.of.
the.priority.data.needs.relate.to.identifying.threats.to.

biodiversity,.particularly.in.the.face.of.further.land.use.
intensification.as.well.as.climate.change..This.requires.
collection.and.analysis.of.long.term.data.sets..The.value.
of.such.datasets.are.clearly.evident.with.respect.to.the.
butterfly.monitoring.scheme,.which.started.in.2007.
and.now.has.sufficient.data.to.statistically.analyse.
trends.in.numbers.of.some.species.and.identify.those.
at.risk..Established.in.2011,.the.All-Ireland.Bumblebee.
Monitoring. Scheme. is. also. making. a. significant.
contribution.given.that.many.species.are.under.threat,.as.
is.the.Data.Centre’s.work.on.invasive.species..However,.
planning.for.collection.of.long-term.datasets.clearly.
requires.the.long-term.security.of.the.Centre..

The.success.of.the.Date.Centre.to.date.is.in.no.small.
way. due. to. its. staff.. They. not. only. have. the. broad.
range.of.expertise.that.is.needed.and.have.taken.on.an.
ambitious.work.plan,.but.importantly.they.are.delivering.
high.quality.relevant.outputs,.often.above.and.beyond.
what.is.required.in.the.Centre’s.contract..Indeed.it.is.
not.just.their.expertise.and.output.that.impressed.me.
over.the.years,.but.equally.their.infectious.enthusiasm.
and.genuine.interest.in.the.job..This.is.what.motivates.
recorders,.engages.partners.and.gets.the.data.to.where.
it.is.needed..

Finally. and. by. no. means. least,. I. would. like. to.
acknowledge.the.Heritage.Council.and.in.particular.
Michael.Starrett.who.has.been.tirelessly.supportive.
of.the.Centre.in.so.many.ways..It.is.not.possible.in.this.
short.piece.to.adequately.highlight.the.people.and.the.
breath.of.the.projects.that.have.contributed.to.the.
success.and.strategic.importance.of.the.Data.Centre..

What.matters.most.now.is.that.Government.ensures.the.
long-term.operation.of.the.Data.Centre.so.that.we.have.
the.information.available.to.inform.policy.and.practice.
that.will.protect.our.natural.assets.and.biodiversity,.
so.called.natural capital,.from.which.we.obtain.goods.
and.benefits.necessary.for.our.survival.and.wellbeing,.
including.economic.activities.

“The many voluntary recorders or citizen 
scientists have made a huge contribution 

that deserves special mention.”
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Recorders waiting for mining solitary bees to leave their nests. 

Learning to identify bees at a workshop in the National 
Biodiversity Data Centre. 

The 
next years10

National Biodiversity Data 
Centre Ecologist Úna Fitzpatrick 
considers what the next 10 years 
might hold for her work at the 
Data Centre.

More. than. half. a. million. records.
processed;. interaction. with. 2,000.
recorders;.four.Red.Lists;.120.monthly.
monitoring.walks;.six.BioBlitzes;.200.

workshops.and.talks;.four.swatches;.a.grass.identification.
guide;.and.lifelong.friendships.made..Ten.years..I.won’t.
even.pretend.it’s.like.having.a.real.job..

Back.in.2007,.I.had.three.things.I.wanted.to.achieve..
I.wanted.to.try.to.encourage.a.more.systematic.way.
of.national.surveying,.to.turn.the.2006.bee.Red.List.
into.real.action.for.pollinators.and.to.make.a.useful.
contribution.to.plant.conservation..There.have.been.

successes,.but.equally.there.have.been.frustrations...I’ve.
learned.a.great.many.lessons.over.the.last.ten.years,.not.
least.of.all.about.playing.the.long.game.and.the.length.
of.time.things.can.take.

It’s.been.a.journey..The.early.days.were.about.building.
trust.and.building.databases..With.that.in.place,.it.moved.
to.building.capacity..After.that,.it’s.about.creating.the.
right.high.quality.data.streams.to.collect.information.to.
drive.change..And.then.trying.to.make.that.difference..
The. All-Ireland. Pollinator. Plan. has. been. my. full.

circle..Database.-.Red.List.-.ID.resources.-.systematic.
monitoring.-.national.strategy.–.action.on.the.ground..
I.wanted.to.try.and.leave.bees.better.off.than.when.I.
started,.and.simplistic.as.that.sounds,.that’s.always.been.
what.drives.me.

Ten.years.is.a.long.time.to.spend.anywhere.but.the.job.
is.constantly.evolving.and.I.have.as.many.aspirations.
now.as.I.had.back.when.I.started..Personally,.I.want.
the.monitoring.mechanisms.in.place.on.the.All-Ireland.
Pollinator.Plan.to.show.that.it’s.working..I.want.to.
encourage.the.collection.of.more.high.quality.data.where.
it’s.actually.needed.rather.than.what’s.easy.or.what.we’d.
like.to.do..I.want.our.future.Red.Lists.to.be.based.on.data.
streams.that.are.beyond.reproach.and.the.best.in.Europe..
I.want.to.play.my.small.part.in.a.national.infrastructure.
that.doesn’t.just.track.things.disappearing,.but.that.uses.
the.data.we.provide.to.effect.change.for.the.better..

Our.recorders.are.the.champions.and.the.backbone.
of.the.Data.Centre..They.put.in.the.graft.to.learn.new.
skills.and.to.help.record.the.vital.national.resource.that.
is.our.biodiversity..We.owe.them.a.debt.of.gratitude.
and.we.have.a.huge.responsibility.towards.them..We.
have.to.use.their.current.and.future.data.to.protect.and.
conserve.biodiversity..Data.in.databases.is.a.historical.
baseline..Unless.we.use.it.to.drive.change,.it’s.no.more.
than.a.yardstick.to.measure.future.loss..We.need.to.
use.the.huge.data.resource.that.the.Centre.has.built.up.
to.properly.identify.biodiversity.hotspots..We.need.to.
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Bombus pratorum.  © Steven Falk

Solitary bee on daisy. 
© Isobel Abbott

Years

CELEBRATING

have.cutting.edge.monitoring.schemes.that.will.guide.
management.of.our.biodiversity.resource.into.the.future..
As.ecologists.we.need.to.present.a.professional.approach.
that.is.constructive,.pragmatic.and.solution.driven..In.
short,.we.need.to.encourage.more.people.to.care..This.
is.not.the.sole.responsibility.of.a.Data.Centre,.but.we.
can.lead.by.our.example.

We.can’t,.and.should.never,. .act.alone..Through.
Compass,. the. Centre. is. providing. cutting. edge. IT.
solutions. to. the. collection.
and.use.of.biodiversity.data..
Partnerships. drive. change.
and.our.role.should.always.
be.to.provide.the.evidence.
base.that.supports.others..We.
have.to.provide.better.data.to.the.NPWS.to.protect.our.
threatened.species.and.habitats..We.have.to.provide.data.
to.Local.Authorities.more.efficiently.so.that.it.becomes.
a.common.part.of.the.planning.process..We.have.to.
identify.how.we.can.better.use.our.infrastructure,.
skills.and.experience.to.support.biodiversity.initiatives.
in.other.sectors.from.Agriculture.to.the.Marine..We.
need.to.better.use.our.independent.role.to.bring.others.
together..We.need.to.strengthen.relationships.with.all.
our.partner.organisations.nationally.and.to.enhance.
the.positive.relationships.we.have.with.our.partners.
in.Europe.

On.a.personal.level,.I.do.re-evaluate.often..I’m.still.
here.because.there.are.still.things.I.want.to.achieve.that.
I.think.are.worthwhile..I’m.still.learning.and.my.skill.
set.is.still.evolving..None.of.us.have.achieved.as.much.
as.we’d.have.liked,.but.we.have.all.done.as.much.as.our.
abilities.allowed.within.the.resources.we.had.available..

I’ll.be. forever.grateful. for.how.I’ve.been.able. to.
spend.the.past.10.years..However,.regardless.of.how.
naturally. optimistic. you. are,. the. inability. to. plan.

beyond.a.year.at.a.time,.a.consequence.of.the.current.
contractual.commitments,.creates.uncertainty.and.
worry,.both.personally.and.professionally..I.believe.in.
the.National.Biodiversity.Data.Centre..I.believe.it.can.
play.an.increasingly.valuable.role.in.the.coming.years..
For.the.sake.of.the.Centre.and.the.staff,.we.need.others.
to.recognise.that.and.to.make.it.a.more.permanent.part.
of.the.infrastructure.in.Ireland..

Over.the.last.decade,.the.Data.Centre.
has.been.constrained.solely.by.the.
resources. it. has,. not. by. our.
ideas,.our.enthusiasm.or.our.
ambitions..In.the.grand.
scheme. of. things,. I.
can’t.think.of.a.more.
positive.footing.to.
hopefully.begin.the.
next.phase..

“I wanted to try and leave bees better off than 
when I started, and simplistic as that sounds, 

that’s always been what drives me.”
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Biodiversity.
Monitoring.in.2027.

On the 10th anniversary of the 
National Biodiversity Data Centre, 
Tomás Murray, Ecologist with 
the Data Centre, considers the 
future of the centre’s monitoring 
schemes.

Conserving.biodiversity.requires.identifying.
and.addressing.the.multitude.of.problems.
caused. by. changing. our. landscapes,.
seascapes.and.now.climate..Conservation.

needs.always.outweigh.available.resources;.this.is.why.
scientific,.evidence-based.conservation.is.a.powerful.
tool. in.objectively.grounding.decision-making.and.
improving.cost-effectiveness.of.conservation.action,.
i.e..better.conservation.through.better.data...

It.was.precisely.this.challenge.that.attracted.me.most.
to.my.Ecologist.positon.in.the.Data.Centre.when.I.joined.
over.three.years.ago:.the.provision.of.high.quality.data.
that.can.both.track.change.and.conserve.Ireland’s.
wildlife...The.Data.Centre.provides.excellent.support.
to.the.growing.community.of.recorders.in.Ireland,.but.
coming.from.an.ecological.research.background.I.could.
see.there.were.still.enormous.opportunities.for.more.
structured.biological.recording.and,.ultimately,.long-
term.citizen.science.projects.that.could.really.provide.
more.bang.for.our.very.modest.conservation.buck.

Fundamentally,. more. data. does. not. equal. better.
monitoring.but.simply.more.data,.and.there.are.some.
stark.examples.from.other.countries.where,.despite.the.
best.of.intentions,.unstructured.biological.recording.has.
failed.to.detect.species.decline..Therefore,.the.critical.
function.of.any.biodiversity.monitoring.scheme.is.that.
it.must.act.as.an.early.warning.system.that.detects.

population.decline.and.this.can.only.occur.if.the.
scheme.is.rigorously.designed,.managed.and.

analysed.to.ensure.it.fulfils.this.role...This.
is. where. I. feel. my.

skill. set. can. make.

the.biggest.impact.on.the.work.of.the.Data.Centre.and.
can.best.illustrate.to.our.recorders.how.their.efforts.
can. translate. into. conservation. action,. whilst. also.
advancing.citizen.science.as.a.genuine.research.approach..
for.conservation...

So. how. do. I. see. the. Data. Centre’s. monitoring.
programme.developing.over.the.next.10.years?..Clearly.
it. is. highly. resource-dependent,. but. I. would. love.
to. see. more. species. and. habitats. being. monitored.
effectively;.more.organisations.being.supported.with.
well-designed.monitoring.projects;.and.finally.more.
coordination.and.integration.across.projects.to.produce.
high-level.syntheses.to.inform.decision-making.at.the..
highest.levels...

Opportunities 
There.are.still.enormous.opportunities.to.mobilise.
biodiversity.data.from.existing.sources.and.ongoing.
monitoring.programmes..The.Data.Centre.is.directly.
supporting.programmes.from.governmental.and.non-
governmental.partners.and.subsequently.making.their.
data.available...However,.even.with.the.launch.of.our.
platform.for.systematic.biodiversity.studies,.the.National.
Sampling.Framework,.there.are.still.many.organisations.
who. have. yet. to. avail. of. our. services. and. support..
in. managing. and. publishing. their. biodiversity.
monitoring.data...

With.the.existing.citizen.science-driven.monitoring.
schemes. –. the. Irish. Butterfly. Monitoring. Scheme;.
all-island.Marsh.Fritillary.Monitoring.Scheme.and.
Bumblebee. Monitoring. Scheme. –. over. the. next. 10.
years.I.want.to.continue.to.diversify.the.opportunities.
to.contribute,.i.e..no.matter.how.little.time.participants.
may.have,.each.scheme.will.offer.a.variety.of.rigorously.
designed.sub-projects.that.will.benefit.from.whatever.
time.recorders.can.volunteer..Not.only.will.this.make.
our.monitoring.schemes.more.inclusive,.I.also.hope.it.
will.mix.things.up.for.our.experienced.recorders.and.
provide.a.variety.of.opportunities.for.them.to.develop.
new.field.skills...
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Annual Butterfly Recorders Event,
Barley Cove, Co. Cork, 2016.

Some.of.these.new.opportunities.will.hopefully.be.
on.habitats.that.have.already.been.identified.as.key.
‘knowledge.gaps’.and.sorely.in.need.of.monitoring,.e.g..
soils,.marine.and.coastal.habitats..For.the.latter.at.least,.
the.Data.Centre.is.already.supporting.monitoring.in.
this.area.with.our.collaboration.with.Seasearch.and.the.
Irish.Federation.of.Sea.Anglers,.but.there.are.excellent.
opportunities.over.the.next.10.years.to.develop.further.
citizen. science-driven. biodiversity. monitoring. in.
support.of.marine.policy.

Finally,. I.will.continue. to.expand.the.analytical.
toolbox.of.the.Data.Centre.to.support:.i).the.design.and.
establishment.of.new.monitoring.programmes.and.the.
improvement.of.existing.ones;.ii).the.regional,.national.
and.international.integration.
of. monitoring. scheme. data,.
and.iii).the.use.of.monitoring.
scheme. data. to. inform.
conservation. management...
The.increasing.use.of.‘model-
assisted.monitoring’.illustrates.what.a.powerful.tool.
it.can.be.in.modelling.current.and.future.patterns.of.
biodiversity.at.field,.landscape.and.national.scales..It.
also.allows.us.to.critically.appraise.what.information.
is.contained.across.our.databases.and.how.to.address.
knowledge.gaps,.e.g..do.we.have.enough.records.to.detect.
change;.if.not,.how.many.do.we.need.and.where.do.we.
need.recording.to.occur?..

Securing the future of long-term 
biodiversity monitoring 
Overall,.the.knowledge.gaps.and.future.direction.of.
monitoring.in.the.Data.Centre.is.relatively.clear...The.
challenge.now.is.to.increase.our.capacity.to.tackle.

these.gaps,.and.in.parallel.the.resources.needed.to.
do.so..Despite.the.significant.and.ongoing.support.
from.our.funding.bodies,.it.is.difficult.to.expand.our.
much.needed.long-term.monitoring.programmes.and.
increase.the.support.to.our.expanding.network.of.citizen..
scientists.in.the.absence.of.long-term.and.increasing.
funding.expectations...

Similarly,.with.the.launch.of.the.National.Sampling.
Framework,.the.Data.Centre.now.has.an.excellent.online.
tool.to.facilitate.systematic.biodiversity.monitoring,.but.
many.organisations.still.require.further.assistance.with.
regards.study.design,.methodology.and.analyses.that.
I.would.love.to.support.further,.but.simply.don’t.have.
the.time..We.have.a.great.tool.but.we.need.additional.

support.to.help.teach.others.to.use.it!..
I.strongly.believe.in.the.value.of.our.work.and.how.

it.can.improve.the.plight.of.Irish.wildlife...I’m.very.
fortunate.to.be.in.a.position.to.provide.the.services.
I.do.and.I.approach.the.work.with.a.belief.and.an.
enthusiasm.as.if.the.future.of.long-term.biodiversity.
monitoring.is.certain...At.present,.the.challenge.is.to.
secure.the.resources.needed.to.deliver.this.future.and,.
hopefully,.begin.planning.a.career.that.will.best.support.
the.enormous.contribution.of.our.citizen.scientists.as.
their.years.of.monitoring.turn.into.decades.

“I strongly believe in the value of our work and how it 
can improve the plight of Irish wildlife.”
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Japanese knotweed along roadisde  © C.O’Flynn

Tackling invasive 
species 

Invasive Species Officer Colette 
O’Flynn reflects on her time at the 
Data Centre and is excited about 
what might be achieved in the next 
10 years.

When.I.started.work.in.the.Data.Centre.
in.2008.I.was.digitizing.vegetation.
data,. but. little. did. I. know. what.
exciting. times. lay. ahead.. Within.

months.the.opportunity.came.to.apply.for.another.
position.working.on.an.EPA.STRIVE-funded.alien.
species.project..Invasive.species.was.an.area.in.which.
I.already.had.a.great.interest,.and.had.even.spent.eight.
wonderful.months.working.as.a.volunteer.with.the.
Conservation.Rangers.in.Killarney.National.Park.on.
invasive.species.control...

Back.then,.a.lot.of.focus.was.on.assessing.what.species.
were.invasive.in.Ireland.and.where.exactly.they.could.
be.found...Promoting.recording.of.invasive.species.and.
collating.historical.records.into.a.centralized.system.
–.so.we.can.better.understand.their.distribution.and.
therefore.better.assess.their.threat.–.was.top.priority.
and.is.still.key.to.our.work..When.looking.over.December.
2009.Biodiversity.Maps.of.invasive.species,.there.were.
1,296.verified.records.of.Japanese.knotweed.(Fallopia 
japonica),.today.there.are.3.5.times.that.many.records.
(4,550.records)...While.spread.of.this.invasive.plant.
has.undoubtedly.occurred.over.that.time,.the.increase.
in. records. is. mostly. due. to. increased. awareness..
and.reporting..

But.oh.how.much.further.than.delivering.Biodiversity.
Maps.we.have.come….Risk.assessments.have.been.
undertaken;.there.are.centralized.systems.for.collecting,.
verifying.and.disseminating.data.on.invasive.species;.we.
track.trends.in.introductions,.we.collate.information.
on.all.non-native.species.in.Ireland.and.provide.this.
information.to.national,.European.and.international.
networks;. there. is. an. active. recording. community.

willing.to.spend.time.surveying.and.reporting.where.
these.invaders.are.and,.most.importantly,.there.is.a.
great.sense.of.partnership.and.good.will.for.all.to.work.
together.to.try.to.see.what.else.we.can.do.to.tackle.this.
threat..I’m.glad.to.have.played.an.instrumental.role.in.
this..Significantly,.over.the.last.10.years,.development.
of.policy.and.legislative.instruments.have.brought.to.
the.fore.the.threat.of.invasive.species.and.the.need.and.
requirement.to.take.action.to.reduce.this.threat..In.2011,.
domestic.regulation.was.strengthened.to.restrict.the.
introduction.and.spread.of.invasive.species.into.the.wild.
and.additional.provisions.are.forthcoming..

When.away.at.European.invasive.species.events,.where.
folk.are.discussing.what.they.are.developing.or.planning.

How far we have come, how 
much further to go…
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Above and opposite page: Learning to identify species at an 
invasives workshop at the Data Centre

Colette leading a workshop on 
invasive species

to.do.on.invasive.species,.I.can.stand.proud.and.say.that.
Ireland.has.done.so.much.of.it.already.and.can.contribute.
in.a.real.and.practical.way.to.find.shared.solutions..
Ireland.deserves.a.pat.on.the.back.for.achieving.so.
much.with.such.little.resources,.but.what.must.also.
be.recognised.is.how.much.more.needs.to.be.done.and.
that.this.needs.to.be.properly.resourced..Personally,.
continual.funding.of.the.Data.Centre’s.invasive.species.
work. programme. since. mid-2008. by. the. Heritage.
Council.and.the.Environmental.Protection.Agency.

is.greatly.appreciated,.but.delivery.of.long-standing.
and.sizeable.elements.of.work.has.been.hampered.by.
piecemeal. funding. of. short-
term. contracts. (11. to. date!).
with. little. to. no. additional.
resources.made.available.for.
outreach.work.and.materials..
Thankfully,.the.National.Parks.and.Wildlife.Service.
are.funding.a.current.three.year.invasive.species.work.
programme.and.under.this,.I.hope.to.both.gather.and.
provide.better.data.and.information.to.deal.with.invasive.
species.from.a.local.level.to.meeting.our.European.and.
international.commitments.to.protecting.biodiversity.
and.ecosystems..

Our.wildlife.and.nature.are.under.enough.pressure.
as.it.is.without.introducing.more.problems..Therefore.
my.hope.for.the.next.10.years,.is.that.by.2027.we.will.be.
better.protected.from.invaders..The.crux.to.achieving.
this.is.everyone.playing.a.role.in.biosecurity..

Biosecurity. is. about. taking. measures. to. prevent.
the.introduction.and.spread.of.invasive.species..As.an.
island,.Ireland.and.Northern.Ireland.have.a.better.
opportunity.than.most.to.protect.from.new.invaders.
being.introduced..Intentional.introductions.tend.to.be.
through.trade.of.plants,.pets.or.live.species.for.the.
pet.and.aquaria.trade..Regulations.banning.trade.
and.import.of.some.invasive.species.are.already.in.
place.and.can.be.built.upon..The.biggest.challenge.

is.in.preventing.the.introduction.and.spread.of.species.
that.are.introduced.unintentionally..These.tend.to.be.
as.hitchhikers..In.the.case.that.new.invasive.species.
do.arrive,.we.need.to.have.early.detection.surveillance.
and.rapid.response.in.place.to.remove.them.before.it.is.
no.longer.feasible.to.do.so..

I’m.mindful.that.when.fancying.about.the.potential.
Ireland.as.an. island.has. to.ban.new.invaders,. that.
measures. taken. in. places. like. Australia,. including.
thorough.inspection.as.seen.in.the.TV.programme.
Border Control,.does.come.with.a.high.cost..Genovesi.
(2012).reports.that.the.Australian.biosecurity.framework.
had.a.total.budget.of.$1.6.billion.from.2009.with.$524.2.
million. of. new. funding. for. the. 2012–2013. period...
This.budget.was.based.on.a.collective.effort.from.the.
agriculture,.forestry,.fisheries,.and.environment.sectors,.
recognising.the.threat.not.only.to.biodiversity.and.the.
free.services.nature.provides,.but.also.the.economic.
threat. to. agriculture. and. forestry.. This. ambitious.
biosecurity.approach.has.successfully.kept.Australia.
free.of.several.highly.invasive.species...

If. we. are. to. avoid. leaving. both. a. degraded.
environment.and.an.immense.financial.bill.on.impact.
and.control,.we.need.to.fully.implement.existing.policy.
and.regulation,.and.each.of.us.must.take.responsibility.
and.ownership.to.support.vigorous.implementation.
of. the. required. biosecurity. actions.. While. I. don’t.

know.what.the.future.may.bring,.we.should.at.least.
better.invest.in.biosecurity.measures.as.prevention.is.
better.than.cure,.and.less.costly!.Hopefully.in.10.years’.
time,.as.a.reflection.of.a.determined.focus.to.protect.
our.biodiversity.and.ecosystems,.it.won’t.be.just.one.
Invasive.Species.Officer.going.from.short-term.contract.
to.short-term.contract.in.the.Data.Centre.
but.a.team.of.invasive.species.officers.
here. and. in. Departments. and.
agencies. throughout. Ireland,.
supporting.every.citizen.and.
species. in. Ireland. to..
be. better. protected.
from.invaders..

“Our wildlife and nature are under enough pressure as 
it is without introducing more problems.”
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Identifying Irish grasshoppers, 
groundhoppers and bush-crickets

Species. of. grasshopper,. bush-cricket. and.
groundhopper.are.amongst.the.most.instantly.
recognisable. types. of. insect.. Even. though.
you. may. never. have. seen. them,. they. are.

somehow.familiar..Scientifically.they.belong.to.the.
Order.Orthoptera.which.is.one.of.the.smaller.insect.
groups.based.on.the.number.of.recognised.species..
Grasshoppers.and.crickets.are.generally.chunky.insects.
with.a.cylindrical.body.shape.and.long.hind.legs.adapted.
for.jumping;.chewing.jaws;.and.antennae.composed.of.
numerous.small.sections.

Ireland’s.Orthoptera. is.a.great.group.for.anyone.
starting.to.look.at.insects.and.wanting.to.develop.a.range.
of.identification.skills.and.learn.how.to.find.species.by.
looking.for.its.habitat..Once.you.know.the.species,.why.
not.try.to.find.it.in.a.new.area?.That.is.what.recording.
is.all.about..

The.Irish.list.comprises.14.species.–.five.grasshoppers,.
seven.bush-crickets.and.two.groundhoppers..–.which.
are.established.or.probably.established.in.the.wild..
This.includes.two.bush-crickets.which.have.been.seen.
recently.in.Ireland.for.the.first.time.and.which.may.
be.resident,.but.this.has.not.been.proven..Some.other.
Orthoptera.have.been.recorded.in.Ireland.which.have.
arrived.or.have.been.imported.accidentally.but.have.not.
become.established.in.the.wild..These.are.not.covered.
here.and.nor.is.the.House.Cricket,.Acheta domestica,.
which. is. certainly. introduced. but. it. is. considered.
unlikely.to.be.able.to.permanently.survive.outdoors.
in.Ireland.

Lifecycle
All.the.species.of.Irish.bush-crickets.and.grasshopper.
have. an. annual. life. cycle,. with. adults. present. in.
summer.through.to.autumn..June.to.September.are.
the.peak.months.for.our.species..The.two.species.of.
groundhoppers.are.an.exception.as.they.overwinter.
as. nymphs. or. immature. adults.. The. other. species.

overwinter.as.an.egg.and.this.will.hatch.in.spring..The.
young.stages,.nymphs,.of.all.Orthoptera.are.basically.
mini-adults.which.grow.to.full.size.through.a.series.of.
moults,.with.the.insect.getting.bigger.and.more.adult-
like.at.each.stage..

Song
The.use.of.song.is.one.of.the.distinctive.features.of.the.
Orthoptera..One.of.the.pleasures.of.summer.is.to.listen.
to.the.gentle.chirping.of.grasshoppers.from.a.warm.bit.of.
grassland..House.Crickets.also.sing.audibly.but.the.songs.
of.most.of.the.bush-crickets.are.beyond.the.range.of.
many..Song.is.not.universal.and.the.small.groundhoppers.
apparently.do.not.vocalise..But.as.with.birds,.you.can.
detect.the.presence.of.an.orthopteran.from.their.calls.
and.identify.the.species.without.seeing.them..I.have.not.
attempted.to.describe.the.songs.as.this.is.difficult.so.
it’s.best.to.listen.to.them..You.can.find.videos.of.all.the.
audible.Irish.grasshoppers.and.bush-crickets.on.Youtube.
by.searching.for.the.scientific.name.of.each.species..I.
especially.recommed.the.videos.by.Roy.Kleukers.

Dr Brian Nelson, Invertebrate 
Ecologist with the National 
Parks and Wildlife Service, 
introduces the Order 
Orthoptera

Name Common Field Grasshopper
Chorthippus brunneus

Characteristics: Pronotal.keels.sharply.indented.
in.front.half,.tip.of.abdomen.red

Where to see: .dry.grasslands

Distribution: Widespread.across.southern.
half;.coastal.in.north

BIODIVERSITY BEGINNERS
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Identification
If.song.recognition.is.not.your.cup.of.tea,.you.will.
have.to.find.the.animal.and.determine.it.using.field.
characters..The.first.stage.is.to.decide.whether.it.is.a.
grasshopper,.bush-cricket.or.groundhopper,.and.then.
to.which.species..Grasshoppers.should.be.familiar.to.
most..Groundhoppers.are.smaller.than.grasshoppers:.
‘small.and.dumpy’.is.a.good.description..The.Irish.Bush-
crickets.are.easily.told.by.their.very.long.thread-like.
antennae..There.are.numerous.pictures.of.Orthoptera.
on.the.web..Search.as.before.with.the.scientific.name.
as.that.will.direct.you.to.reliable.images.on.the.best.
European.sites.

Grasshoppers,.as.their.name.suggests,.are.found.in.
open.habitats..Identification.of.Irish.species.relies.on.
assessment.of.size,.some.aspects.of.colouring.(but.the.
species.come.in.a.variety.of.forms).and.especially.the.
shape.of.the.markings.on.the.pronotum..This.is.the.body.
segment.behind.the.head.that.covers.the.base.of.the.
wings..The.marks.indicate.a.pair.of.keels.whose.shape.
is.species-specific..These.keels.develop.as.the.insect.
grows.and.it’s.only.in.the.pre-adult.and.adult.stage.that.
they.can.be.used..Young.grasshoppers.are.not.easily.
identified.and.beyond.scope.of.this.piece..The.niche.of.
each.of.our.species.is.quite.distinct.but.several.may.co-
occur.at.one.site..It.is.not.unusual.to.find.three.species.
together,.and.four.is.possible,.especially.in.the.midlands,.
but.I.am.not.aware.of.any.location.that.has.all.five.Irish.
species..Maybe.someone.will.find.one?.

Name Large Marsh Grasshopper
Tethophyma grossum

Characteristics: largest.species..Very.colourful.
red,.yellow.and.black.hind.legs..

Where to see: raised.and.blanket.bog

Distribution: south.west.and.west.north.to.
Achill.Island,.scattered.across.
midlands.to.Laois/Offaly

Name Mottled Grasshopper.
Myrmeleotettix maculatus

Characteristics: smallest.grasshopper;.antennae.clubbed.and.
in.male,.kinked.at.the.end..Pronotal.keels.very.
sharply.indented..

Where to see:
dry.sites.with.some.bare.ground.on.heath,.
limestone.pavement,.sand.dune.or.cut.bogs..

Distribution: scattered.throughout.mainly.coastal

BIODIVERSITY BEGINNERS
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All images © Brian Nelson

The Orthoptera of Ireland database is now mapped 
on Biodiversity Maps, which shows the state of 
knowledge on the distribution of all grasshoppers, 
groundhoppers and bush-crickets that have been 
recorded in Ireland. Any sighting of these should 
be submitted to the Data Centre at http://records.
biodiversityireland.ie/submit_records.

Groundhoppers
Our.two.species.of.Groundhopper.are.the.smallest.of.
the.Irish.Orthoptera,.about.10-12.mm.when.fully.grown..
They.have.short.antennae.and.dumpy.bodies.which.are.
generally.mottled.greys.and.whites..The.colour.and.
patterning.varies.from.individual.to.individual.and.
according.to.location..As.their.name.indicates.they.are.
strictly.ground-living,.occurring.on.bare.or.sparsely.
vegetated.ground.and.escaping.by.jumping..Sometimes.
they.can.land.in.water.but.that.is.not.a.problem.as.they.
are.excellent.swimmers..They.feed.on.mosses..You.can.
find.groundhoppers.by.moving.slowly.over.an.area.of.

suitable.habitat.and.looking.just.in.front.
of.your.feet.for.leaping.individuals..
They.can.be.difficult.to.locate.as.

they.are.cryptically.coloured,.but.
with.persistence.and.care.they.can.be.

approached. relatively. easily.. The. two.
species.do.differ.in.habitat,.but.can.occur.
together.on.bogs.and.lakeshores..

Bush-crickets
The.length.of.the.antennae.is.the.easiest.way.to.tell.
whether.you.are.looking.at.one.of.the.Irish.bush-crickets..
Bush-crickets.have.very.long.antennae.made.of.tiny.
segments..Bush-crickets.tend.also.to.have.short.wings.
and.cannot.fly..Females.have.a.prominent.ovipositor.
(usually.curved)..Unlike.grasshoppers,.the.nymphs.of.
most.of.the.bush-crickets.are.identifiable..Most.of.the.
Irish.bush-crickets.live.in.scrub.or.woodland.or.at.least.
in.coarse.robust.vegetation..

Name Common Groundhopper,
Tetrix undulata

Characteristics: small,.dumpy,.and.body.not.
extending.beyond.hind.legs,.
prominent.raised.ridge.along.
back.

Where to see: mossy.patches.and.bare.ground.
in.heath,.bog,.dunes,.edges.of.
wetlands,.woodland.edge

Distribution: widespread,.throughout

Name Speckled Bush-cricket
Leptophyes punctatissima

Characteristics: robust.green.covered.in.
numerous.small.black.speckles;.
short.wings

Where to see: woodland.edge,.hedges.and.
scrub.patches.on.warm.sites

Distribution: scattered.records.across.
southern.counties

BIODIVERSITY BEGINNERS
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Important pollinators, bumblebee 
and hoverfly. © Michael O’Donnell

The mapping system Biodiversity Maps 
provides access to biodiversity data 
submitted to the National Biodiversity Data 
Centre. A major milestone was reached 
early this year when the total number of 
records mapped exceeded 4 million. Data 
are included on 15,796 species from 140 
datasets.  
The most recent datasets added to 
Biodiversity Maps are: 

New datasets
Chondrichthyans of Ireland (7,721 records)
Island BioBlitz 2016 (10,372 records)
Fungi records from David Mitchell 
(523 records)
Caddisflies (Trichoptera) of Ireland 
(14,204 records)

Updated datasets
National Invasive Species Database 
(643 records)
Ladybirds of Ireland (3,240 records)
Dragonflies of Ireland (870 records) 
Butterflies of Ireland (4,020 records)
Biodiversity Records from Ireland –general 
database (1,649) 
Online Atlas of vascular plants 2012-2020 
(10,532 records)
Discrete vascular plant surveys 
(6,227 records)
Amphibian and Reptiles of Ireland 
(238 records)
Irish vascular plant data – Robert Northridge 
(16,485 records)
Spiders of Ireland (63 records)
Syrphids of Ireland (914 records)
Birds of Ireland (5,275 records)
Leaf mines of Ireland (77 records)
Mammals of Ireland 2016-2025 
(1,337 records)
Irish Federation of sea anglers catch data 
(59 records)

Orthoptera and allied insects of Ireland 
(59 records)
Heteroptera of Ireland 
(1,534 records)

Up to late May, 55,949 records were 
submitted to the Data Centre through the 
online data submission system. All of these 
records are stored and, over time, checked, 
validated and added to the relevant dataset 
on the mapping system. All new sightings 
of biodiversity are welcome as they help 
to build up a picture of what species occur 
where in Ireland, and all these data are then 
available to contribute to decision-making 
for nature conservation. 

Bees
2016 was a good year, with around 2,500 
new records added to the national bee 
database. 2017 has also started very 
strongly. Over winter and into January/
February, we’ve had more sightings 
of overwintering bumblebees than 
ever before. This has been happening 
increasingly over the last decade, especially 
in urban areas where there are consistent 
food sources year-round. We think there 
is one particular bumblebee (Buff-tailed 
bumblebee, Bombus terrestris) that has 
started overwintering in Ireland. This 
means that instead of two broods a year 
it is now running into more. We’re always 
very grateful for submitted sightings as 
it is only with these records that we can 
hope to better understand what is actually 
going on. 

Traditionally, most reports of winter 
bumblebees have been from cities, but we 
also received many sightings from rural 
gardens this year. Many horticultural plants 
can be important winter food sources, but 
from the data submitted we know that 
the key one is Mahonia. This species is 
exceptionally high in pollen and nectar.

Over the winter months, the entire bee 
database has been cleaned and updated. 
As part of the clean-up I have gone through 

all comments and extracted any foraging 
information. It resulted in around 2,000 
records where the recorder also submitted 
what flower the bee was feeding on. This 
provides very useful and interesting 
information. It allows us to see which 
flowers are most important each month 
for our bees. If you want to do something 
to help, here is what you should have on 
your land from March-October: Willow/
Dandelion – Dandelion - Dandelion/Bush 
Vetch – Clover – Bramble – Knapweed - 
Devil’s Bit Scabious - Ivy. If you see bees 
feeding and you are also able to identify the 
flower, please submit that information to 
us. It helps us to better understand what 
resources different species need in the 
landscape.

One of my favourite species is the Tawny 
mining bee (Andrena fulva). This one will 
always win in the beauty stakes! Females 

are very distinctive, with bright red hairs 
on the thorax and abdomen. It was thought 
to be extinct for 87 years in Ireland, until 
it was rediscovered in two locations in 
2012. Already in 2017 we have had three 
new sightings in Dublin and Kilkenny. It’s 
a spring species that flies from March until 
late April. It’s most commonly found in 
gardens where it often nests in the lawn.  
The nest entrance is surrounded by a tiny 
volcano-like mound of excavated spoil and 
can be easy to spot.
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Orange tip butterfly © Chris Bolton

Greenfinch © Michael Finn

If you’re interested in doing something 
to help, we have 10 pollinator challenges 
you can take on this year. These range 
from interesting species to keep an eye 
out for, to actions you can take in your 
garden, school or park. See http://www.
biodiversityireland.ie/projects/irish-
pollinator-initiative/get-involved/10-
pollinator-challenges/

Dr Úna Fitzpatrick
National Biodiversity Data Centre

Butterflies
Our recorders put in another sterling year 
of butterfly recording in 2016. This was 
the fourth year where both the number of 
butterfly recorders and butterfly records 
submitted to the Data Centre have 
increased, with 5,257 records representing 
21,300 butterflies across 35 species being 
submitted in 2016! In comparison to 322 
butterfly recorders in 2015, 406 people 
kindly submitted their records in 2016 
(thank you one and all!): a clear reflection 
of the success of our series of butterfly 
workshops and the growing interest in 
butterfly recording and conservation 
across Ireland.  

Some of the more notable records relate 
to the expansion of Brimstone butterflies 
towards the south and east, with increasing 
numbers of sightings in southern Tipperary 
and Wexford. We also received one of 
our most northerly sightings of Purple 
Hairstreak from Michael Bell in Sligo and 
the increasing number of Carlow records 
are a direct result of Brian Power’s patience 
and skill in locating the butterfly there. 
Again, this species is probably widespread 
but largely under-recorded as it is a 

secretive, oak canopy specialist.  
In parallel with the growth in butterfly 

recorders, our Butterfly Monitoring Scheme 
continues to grow, with 125 transects and 
104 butterfly monitors contributing to the 
scheme. Despite the middling to dull spring 
and summer, our recorders still managed 
to collectively walk 3,182 km over 1,662 
hours, counting 33,097 butterflies. Overall, 
populations were down 23% on their nine-
year average, and 53% below the relatively 
good 2015 season. 2016 was a good year 
for Brimstone, Holly Blue and Silver-washed 

Fritillary, but Small Copper, Small 
Heath and Small Tortoiseshell 
populations were all 45-60% 
below their nine-year average. 
So far this year, the pleasant 
weather in March certainly gave 
a boost to our butterflies, with the 
number of records submitted up 
by 48% on last year, and Green 
Hairstreak, Holly Blue, Large 
White, Orange-tip and Speckled 
Wood all being sighted 2-3 weeks 
earlier than ‘normal’.

The positive start to the 
season is hopefully a good omen 
for our new Butterfly Atlas 
2021, too. In partnership with 

Butterfly Conservation Ireland, Butterfly 
Conservation UK and the Centre for 
Environmental Data and Recording in 
Northern Ireland, we aim to bring together 
information for all our butterfly recording 
activities to map the current distribution 

of butterflies across the Irish landscape. 
All butterfly records are valuable and will 
contribute to the atlas, so please keep 
recording and submitting your sightings. 
If you’d like to become even more involved, 
check out our Butterfly Atlas 2021 website 
to learn how, and keep an eyes on our News 
and Events site for upcoming butterfly 
walks or workshops around the country.

Dr Tomás Murray
National Biodiversity Data Centre
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-
biodiversity/surveys/butterflyatlas/
http://www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-
biodiversity/surveys/butterfly-monitoring-
scheme/

Birds 
Spring certainly ‘sprung’ into life at the end 
of March, with two or three glorious days of 
sunshine, and the first of the spring migrant 
breeders, Chiffchaffs, singing away, and my 
local pair of woodpeckers drumming. A few 
days later we are back to normal, wet and 
windy, but there is still a great dawn (and 
evening) chorus of our resident species, 
Blackbirds, Song Thrushes, Robins , Wrens, 
Dunnocks and Woodpigeons belting it out 
as they get ready to nest. In Ireland, our 
common breeding birds are monitored by 
the Countryside Bird Survey, which has 
been running since 1998, so bird trends 
have a 19-year run of data. The BirdWatch 
Ireland team responsible for running the 
scheme, led by Dick Coombes, have just 
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published their latest five-year report 
which will soon be available to download 
on our website. The methodology is based 
on two parallel transects in a 1km square 
covered twice in the breeding season 
(early, in April, and later, mid-May to end 
of June) to catch vocal and nesting activity 
from resident species and migrant breeders 
respectively. Volunteers, NPWS rangers 
and BirdWatch staff together cover just 
over 300 squares per year. Trends can be 
generated for species recorded in 30 or 
more squares across the country. In the 
recent report, 53 species are eligible. These 
comprise 26 with increasing populations, 
12 declining and 15 relatively stable.

Blackcaps and Goldfinches have shown 
the greatest increases over the 19 years 
and those showing the steepest declines 
are Greenfinch, Stock Dove and Swift. 
Stonechats and Grey Wagtails have 
recovered well from the severe winters of 
2009/10 and 2010/11, with the former now 
at or above its baseline level. Wren, Robin, 
Blackbird and Chaffinch are the most 
widespread species (recorded in >90% 
of squares), and Rook, Starling and Wren 
are the most abundant species.
The latest issue of the journal Irish Birds 
has just been published. It includes a 
really wide range of papers and here are 
a few headline facts and topics covered:  
the successful reintroduction of White-
tailed Eagles – we now have nine breeding 
pairs, of which six were successful in 2016; 
How does boat traffic affect Red-breasted 
Mergansers in Wexford Harbour?; What 
do coastal breeding Ravens eat – mostly 
mammals. 

Over 17,400 post-breeding terns of 
five species were ‘staging’ in Dublin Bay 
in August 2016 – the fifth species was 
Black Tern (not the smallest and rarest 
Irish breeder, Little Tern). The Irish Rare 
Bird Report for 2015 includes two new 
species for Ireland: Black Scoter (American 
equivalent of our Common Scoter) and 
Hudsonian Godwit; a Bulwers Petrel seen 
off Galley Head in Cork in 2013 was also 
accepted to the Irish List. There is an 
awful lot more – get hold of a copy via 
the BirdWatch Ireland online shop (¤20 
+ ¤4p&p).

Dr Steve Newton
BirdWatch Ireland
snewton@birdwatchireland.ie

Terrestrial Mammals
With the Atlas of Mammals in Ireland 2010-
2015 in the bag you might have thought that 
you could delete the Biodiversity App from 
your phone, ignore what the cats bring in, 
and just put your feet up for a few years. But 
no! There is to be no let-up in the mammal 
recording effort, because the next mammal 
recording project has already started. And 
this time we are not just collaborating with 
colleagues across the island of Ireland, we 
will also be collaborating with mammal 
recorders right across Europe as far as 
the Ural Mountains. That’s right, brace 
yourselves, because here comes the 
European Mammal Atlas.

Those of you in the business may be 
aware that there is already an Atlas of 
European Mammals. That fine volume, 
published in 1999 by Mitchell-Jones 
et al. is, however, long out of print. In 
addition, mammal ranges are changing 
all the time and our understanding of 
mammal distributions is also changing, 
helped to a large extent by improvements 
in technology, such as satellite tracking, 
passive acoustic recorders and camera 
traps. Hence, the drive for a new updated 
Atlas. The plan is for recording to start 
immediately, and to continue until 2023, 
with publication in 2024 – 25 years 
after the first European Mammal Atlas  
was published.

There are approximately 270 terrestrial 
mammal species present within the 
geographical scope of the new European 
Atlas project. I say approximately 270 
because, of course, taxonomists love to 
chop and change species. It is likely that 
that number will change again before the 

Atlas is finished. In addition, discussions 
are still ongoing on whether marine 
mammals should be included as well. 
That would bring the total species list 
to well over 300. Either way, it will be a 
significant job of work to coordinate the 
data collection and collation. National 
coordinators are currently being appointed, 
with Liam Lysaght and myself taking on 
the role for the Republic of Ireland and 
Ian Montgomery and Damian McFerran 
covering Northern Ireland.

So, what can you do to help? Quite simply, 
keep recording; or for those of you whose 
names did not appear in the back of the 
Mammal Atlas of Ireland: start recording! 
The National Biodiversity Data Centre’s 
Biodiversity App and their online record 
submission form are the easiest ways 
to engage as the NBDC will once again 
provide the data node for all Irish records. 
These records will be collated and verified 
before being submitted to the European 
Atlas steering group for inclusion with 
mammal records from all other countries 
in Europe. And, in line with the principle 
of ‘record once, use often’, the data will be 
used in the next Mammal Atlas of Ireland 
as well.

Dr Ferdia Marnell
National Parks and Wildlife Service

Bats
It is spring and Bat Conservation Ireland 
is gearing up for another busy summer of 
monitoring and surveying. Microphones 
are being tested, detectors calibrated, the 
entire stock of batteries is cleaned out 
of local supermarkets and all the other 
paraphernalia associated with the world 
of bat detection is fine-tuned for many 
nocturnal hours to come.

But when it comes down to it, sitting 
quietly at a corner of a building, watching 
bats emerge for a night’s feeding is the best 
experience, and my favourite bat species 
to watch is the brown long-eared bat. 
And this was brought back to me when 
I recently watched the wonderful film 
footage from Éire Fhiáin shown on TG4 of 
a brown long-eared roost in Donegal. This 
got me all sparked up in preparation for the 
Brown Long-eared Bat Roost Monitoring 
Scheme, one of the surveys that is part 
of the Irish Bat Monitoring Programme. 
Annually, teams of volunteers survey their 
local brown long-eared bat roost over the 
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Brown long-eared bat © Faith Wilson

summer months. The array of buildings 
surveyed includes castles, churches, 
bungalows, Georgian mansions and 
agricultural buildings. 

Brown long-eared bats are very 
distinctive, with long ears that stand erect 
when flying or are folded back like ram’s 
horns when resting. It specialises in feeding 
on moths, gleaning them from surfaces. 
Often, they will return to a feeding perch 
to consume their prey, discarding the wings 
before eating the soft parts. So if you notice 
a collection of moth wings or beetle elytra 
below a doorframe of a shed, this is a local 
haunt for the brown long-eared bat.

When I am out surveying this species, I 
am amazed about how curious they are. 
During my investigation of churches, I am 
often settled in the pews with my night-
vision gear, trying to figure out where the 
bats are roosting or emerging along the 
sarking boards, when the colony all line 
up watching me and will often remain 
watching me until I give up. Survey bias 
at its best. 

As a woodland species, they are very 
light sensitive – even a bright full moon 
will send them into the shadows. One of 
our monitoring sites is a medieval tower in 
County Galway, surveyed by a team from 
the Galway Bat Group. This castle stands 
in the middle of a field surrounded by scrub 
leading to deciduous woodland further 

afield. One surveyor is located on each side 
of the castle and will count the bats as they 
leave the wattle roofs. Generally, there will 
be a tally of bats emerging from all sides 
of the castle, but on a full moon night, the 
bats’ behaviour changes completely. The 
sides of the castle in full moonlight will 
have a null count while the surveyor on 
the dark-side of the castle will be kept busy 
for the hour. 

No matter which bat species is your 
favourite, the longer warmer evenings 
will mean they will be out feeding. If you 
have a bat detector, eavesdropping on their 
acoustic world is a great experience. If you 
are interested in learning more about bats, 
BCIreland’s monitoring programmes are 
always looking for volunteers. 

BATLAS 2020 is an All-Ireland bat 

distribution programme and will inform 
us how our bat populations are changing in 
distribution over time. This follows on from 
BATLAS 2010 where 73% of the island was 
surveyed in 2008 and 2009. Over the 
next two years, with the aid of volunteer 
surveyors, we hope to survey every 10km 
square across the island, including 21 
offshore islands, for five common bat 
species: common pipistrelle, soprano 
pipistrelle, Leisler’s bats, Daubenton’s 
bats and Nathusius’ pipistrelle, using 
bat detectors. If you are interested in 
participating, there are numerous training 
events all around the island, check out our 
Facebook page for your local event or email 
batlas@batconservationireland.org.

Tina Aughney
Bat Conservation Ireland
www.batconservationireland.org

Cetaceans
During the reporting period October 
2016 to March 2017, IWDG received 
and validated 538 cetacean sighting 
records, largely from inshore waters, 
comprising nine species and six non-
species categories. In order of frequency 
of sightings there were: harbour porpoise 
(150 sightings), common dolphin (90), 
fin whale (71), bottlenose dolphin (64), 
minke whale (52), humpback whale (29), 
Risso’s dolphin (8), killer whale (2) and 
pilot whale (2). The remaining 70 sightings, 
which could not be allocated to species 
level, were allocated to six categories.

Of particular interest was that the planet’s 
second largest animal, the fin whale was 
our third most frequently observed species, 
which included 20+ animals off the Kinsale 
Gas Fields area of Co. Cork on January 
7th. This, however, largely reflects their 
seasonal distribution in Irish waters as they 

Fin whales. © Pádraig Whooley
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Lathraea squamaria, (Toothwort).  
© Robert and Hannah Northridge

Misopates orontium, Weasel’s-snout.  
© Paula O’Meara

Polystichum lonchitis (Holly Fern).  
This plant may be 100 years old!  
© Robert and Hannah Northridge

Potentilla norvegica, Ternate-leaved Cinquefoil  
© Paula O’Meara

Eranthis hyemalis, Winter aconite   
© Finbarr Wallace

are recorded regularly along the Celtic Sea 
during late autumn and early winter.

Humpback whales were the third most 
frequently recorded whale, after the minke 
whale. IWDG brought the Irish humpback 
whale catalogue up to date in October 
2016 and this resource stands at 78 
recognisable individual humpback whales. 
At time of writing, the Irish catalogue is 
being matched with the North Atlantic 
Humpback Whale Catalogue of 9,000+ 
individual humpbacks, and we hope to 
soon be able to report if any of our animals 
are matched to breeding grounds in the 
Caribbean or Cape Verdes.  

There have been no exceptionally rare 
or unusual sightings during this recording 
period, as the headlines in recent 
months were unfortunately focused on 
the alarmingly high number of common 
dolphin strandings along the west coast. 

When 2016 drew to a close, it proved to 
be the second highest year on record for 
cetacean strandings in Ireland, with 212 
records on the IWDG Cetacean Strandings 
Database, second only to 2013 (n=219). 
This has become an all too familiar scenario 
since 2011, with annual stranding numbers 
remaining high compared to pre-2011. 
Unfortunately, in the first three months 
of 2017 it has come as no surprise to see 
that the 89 strandings reported so far are 
the highest on record for this time frame 
and, as with recent years, much of this is 

due to a steady stream of dead common 
dolphins washed ashore, something which 
is both predictable and frustrating at this 
stage due to the lack of effort to establish 
the cause of this now annual event.

Pre-2011, it was relatively normal to 
record c.130 cetacean strandings per 
year, whereas now, figures around 200 
are more the norm. But we can narrow it 
down much more than that and say that 
much of this increase is due to common 
dolphin mortality during January, February 
and March. As an example of this, the 
average number of recorded common 
dolphin strandings to March 29th, between 
2006 and 2008, was 10 per year – during 
the same period in 2016 the figure was 47 
and in 2017 it stands at 46. The trend is 
worrying.

Pádraig Whooley and Mick O’ Connell
Irish Whale and Dolphin Group

Vascular plants
It always seems fitting to open the vascular 
plants report at this time of year with at least 
a mention of the BSBI New Year Plant Hunt 
(NYPH). We had fantastic participation all 
across Ireland again this year (see details 
and maps at: http://bsbi.org/new-year-
plant-hunt and http://www.brc.ac.uk/
irecord/NYPH-app-summary). The longest 
list from Ireland, of plants in flower between 

January 1st and 4th, was of 71 species, 
recorded by Sylvia and Julian Reynolds. This 
was in fact the fourth longest list across all 
of Britain and Ireland. In terms of recorders 
with the most species – we had seven in the 
top 20 from Ireland, with Brian Seales and 
Paula O’Meara coming joint fourth. And for 
recorders with the most records – we also 
had seven in the top 20, with Paula coming 
second this time. Well done also to Paul 
Green and Fionn Moore for top 10 finishes! 
But the main thing is that all participants 
had great fun in the search. 

For the third year running, Clare Heardman 
(VCR West Cork) organised a New Year 
Plant Hunt in Glengarriff and the group 
found a respectable 51 species in flower, 
including the southwest Ireland specialty 
Strawberry Tree (Arbutus unedo). Clare 
notes that less than 10% the species found 
in flower in Glengarriff were non-native, 
which is much lower than the 46% average 
found for the survey as a whole.

In other news, Paula O’Meara reports 
having seen ‘plenty of flowers while out 
recording this year, but nothing amazing 
yet’. Her finds from late last year include 
two species classed as Endangered on the 
new Red List for Ireland. Firstly, a single 
Gnaphalium sylvaticum (Heath Cudweed) 
at Ballyfarnoge (T03) in H12 Wexford – the 
first time Paula had seen this plant, and a 
new record for the hectad. Although she 
carried out a better search for it a few days 
later, she couldn’t find any more.  

While investigating a promising looking 
spot for the New Year Plant Hunt in late 
December, Paula also found another Irish 
rarity, a single seeding Misopates orontium 
(Weasel’s-snout) on disturbed ground 
at roadworks for the Enniscorthy Bypass 
(S93) H12 Wexford. But she tells us that 
her favourite find of 2016 was a patch of 
the rare alien, Potentilla norvegica (Ternate-
leaved Cinquefoil) near Belview Port (S61), 
H11 Kilkenny in October. ‘An intriguing 
find, the seed may have come in with the 
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gravel where all the plants were found, it 
has previously only been found in three 
Irish VCs.’ 

Finbarr Wallace, one of two BSBI vice-
county recorders for H5 East Cork, saw 
Eranthis hyemalis (Winter aconite), which 
had not been recorded in Ireland until 2013, 
although records in the UK have increased 
in the 20th century. It was spotted (but 
records were not submitted) at the base 
of some trees from an amenity walk in 
Cork city that opened post-2000, and the 
population may be associated with former 
gardens, as older maps show buildings at 
the end of a tree-lined walk in this location. 
There has been a lot of council planting 
since then and, an incursion of Petasites 
fragrans (Winter heliotrope), but the 
Winter Aconite is holding on. As of 2016 
there are two mapped records in Ireland. 
Winter Aconite is a low growing member 
of the Ranunculaceae and flowers at much 
the same time as Ficaria verna (Lesser 
celandine) - also yellow and low growing. 
Finbarr asks, ‘Is it possible that more 
populations exist in Ireland as relics of long 
vanished gardens?’

Lots of Lathrea squamaria (Toothwort) 
and Viola reichenbachiana (Early dog-
violet) were seen in bloom at Florencecourt, 
Fermanagh, by Robert and Hannah 
Northridge on March 20th, but their ‘star 
find’ was probably Polystichum lonchitis 
(Holly Fern), first found by Hannah in 1979 
at its only site in Northern Ireland. When 
they checked on the plant on March 29th, 
it was still there - it is possible that the plant 
is 100 years old! 

Dr Maria Long
Irish Officer at the Botanical Society of 
Britain and Ireland
Maria.long@bsbi.org

Again this year, the BSBI Committee 
for Ireland and the Data Centre are 
collaborating on recording of 14 of 
our common spring flowers. Recorders 
are encouraged to submit sightings to 
the Data Centre online system http://
www.biodiversityireland.ie/record-
biodiversity/surveys/spring/ - all 
records received will contribute to the 
BSBI Atlas 2020 project.

Bryophytes
As usual in this column, I am reporting on 
some exciting bryophyte finds by Rory Hodd 
during his survey work of Flora (Protection) 
Order (2015) bryophyte species for the 
National Parks and Wildlife Service. The 
2016 work was the third and final year of 
this survey, and focused on FPO records 
from the north-west of the country. Some 
of the highlights of the 2016 surveys 
include re-finds of species at sites where 
they hadn’t been seen for over 100 years, 
e.g. the Critically Endangered Oedipodium 
griffithianum on Errigal and Endangered 
Barbilophozia atlantica on Bulbin, Donegal; 
Endangered Scapania nimbosa on Achill 
Island, Mayo; and the Critically Endangered 
Encalypta rhaptocarpa in Leitrim. Scapania 
nimbosa is a rare species of the Northern 
Atlantic ‘hepatic mat’ habitat and hadn’t 
been seen at all in Ireland between 1987 and 
2010. However, since then, Rory has found 
it at five Irish sites. Also on Achill Island, 
Rory found a new site for the Endangered 
Myurella julacea, refound Vulnerable 
Acrobolbus wilsonii (last seen 1925) and 
recorded strong populations of Endangered 
Geocalyx graveolens (first sightings since 
1994). The latter was also found to be doing 
well on Clare Island. Other positive news 
from this recent FPO survey work is that 
large populations of Vulnerable Adelanthus 
lindenbergianus are present at a number of 
sites in Mayo and Donegal. Ireland is the 
European stronghold for this hyperoceanic 
species (confined to N and NE facing slopes 
in the hills), which is only found elsewhere in 
Europe at a few sites in Scotland. Conversely 
the typically montane species Gymnomitrion 
concinnatum (Endangered) and Critically 
Endangered Gymnomitrion corallioides are 
more abundant in Scotland than Ireland. 
However, Rory found that G. concinnatum is 

widespread in suitable habitat in Donegal, 
while G. corallioides is thriving at its only 
known surviving Irish site on Bulbin in 
East Donegal. The aim of the FPO surveys 
is to produce information packs on each 
FPO species population in Ireland. These 
can then be used to inform conservation 
workers, planners and potential developers 
about the location of FPO species and will 
be an incredibly valuable resource.

Ireland is also involved in the EU LIFE-
funded IUCN European Bryophyte Red List 
project and one of five Red List assessment 
workshops will be held at the National 
Botanic Gardens in April. Following these 
workshops and subsequent review, it is 
hoped that the European Bryophyte Red 
List will be published by the end of 2018.  
More details of this project can be found 
on the official project website: https://
www.iucn.org/regions/europe/projects/
life-european-red-lists and on the ECCB 
website: http://eccbbryo.nhmus.hu/
IUCN_ECCB. 

The Irish Bryophyte Group field meeting 
season is now underway and we have had 
a number of successful outings in woodland 
and upland flushes in Co. Dublin; woodland 
in Co. Offaly; and upland habitats (and tufa 
formations) in the Slieve Bloom Mountains 
(Cos. Laois and Offaly). A highlight was a 
group (led by Rory Hodd) finding Vulnerable 
Sematophyllum substrumulosum new to  
Co. Carlow in Kilbrannish Forest in 
December 2016. This moss has been 
spreading from the south in Ireland and 
Britain in recent years.

Thanks to Rory Hodd and Neil Lockhart 
(NPWS) for recent updates and for 
their ongoing commitment to bryophyte 

Gymnomitrion concinnatum  
© Joanne Denyer

Encalypta rhaptocarpa © Joanne Denyer
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American skunk cabbage © Peter Foss

Coypu (Myocastor coypus) 

White-clawed Crayfish © D. Gerke

recording and conservation in Ireland (and 
Europe). Please contact Joanne Denyer 
(joanne@denyerecology.com), or visit 
the Irish bryophyte Facebook page, if you 
would like a copy of the Irish bryophyte 
group winter field programme 2016-2017 
or wish to be added to the group email list.

Dr Joanne Denyer
joanne@denyerecology.com

Invasive Species 
Winter is a quieter than normal time for 
reports of invasive species but as spring 
has arrived, so too are reports of invasive 
species sightings. Peter Foss took a photo 
of the distinct yellow sheath around the 
flowering spike of the American skunk 
cabbage (Lysichiton americanus) which is 
emerging now. This European regulated 
species was introduced as an ornamental 
plant and most sightings are likely 
colonisation of its seed spread downstream 
or washed ashore on lakes and ponds. It 
also emits a foul smell and has large leaves 
that can grow up to 1.5m. 

Japanese knotweed (Fallopia japonica) 
and the other invasive knotweeds are 
also starting to emerge. Many stands of 
these plants are under a 4-year control 
programme on our roads. For those with 
control started last year, hopefully less 
regrowth of the plant will be seen this 
summer. If you are planning to control 
the invasive knotweeds on your land, 
please seek advice. If site conditions 
allow it, leave the plant grow throughout 
the summer, then have it treated with a 
systemic herbicide just after the flowers 
have started to die back. If you need to 
disturb the area the knotweed is on, then 
other measures need to be taken. 

The invasive Harlequin 
ladybird (Harmonia 
axyridis) may also 

be starting to emerge from hibernation 
later in Spring. Ladybirds leave chemical 
traces where they have been in order to 
attract other ladybirds. If the Harlequin 
has been hibernating in your home, 
regularly washing down the areas where 
the ladybirds have been – especially from 
early spring onwards when the adults 
emerge from hibernation – will help 
prevent their return.  

There is a special appeal to report 
suspected sightings of Coypu (Myocastor 
coypus) and of dead or dying crayfish, 
especially in large quantities. While a 
Rapid Response removed 10 Coypu from 
Cork City in winter of 2016, sightings 
in May 2017 raises concern that the 
species population may have been larger 
or more widespread than expected. 

After thousands of dead crayfish 
were reported a stretch of 

the River Suir in May 
2017, the crayfish plague 
was confirmed as being 
responsible. The crayfish 
plague will cause 100% 

kill of the protected native 
White-clawed cray f ish . 

Ireland has the most important 
population of this species globally. 

Its loss from the River Suir catchment and 
from Ireland is a possibility. Biosecurity 
actions by all using our rivers and lakes to 
prevent further spread are vital. 

After issue of species alerts for Coypu 
and the crayfish plagues in May 2017, 
additional suspected sightings from other 
parts of the country are being reported. 
For more information see: http://www.
biodiversityireland.ie/projects/invasive-
species/species-alerts/ 

Colette O’Flynn
National Biodiversity Data Centre
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Monitoring Workshops 

Workshops.for.our.Monitoring.Schemes.will.be.
advertised.through.the.respective.websites:.

Irish Butterfly Monitoring Scheme 
biodiversityireland.ie/record-biodiversity/surveys/
butterfly-monitoring-scheme/

Pollinator Initiative. . .
biodiversityireland.ie/projects/irish-pollinator-
initiative/

National Invasive Species Database
biodiversityireland.ie/projects/invasive-species/

LEARN TO 
IDENTIFY  
& RECORD  
IRELAND’S BIODIVERSITY
The National Biodiversity Data Centre’s 

Workshop Programme aims to improve field 

identification skills, and raise standards of 

data collection and management.

These are just some of the workshops 
Scheduled for 2017:

• Summer Tree and Shrub identification

• Moth dissection

• Jellyfish for Beginners

• Grasshoppers for Beginners

• Wetland plant identification on rehabilitated 
cutaways and the use of plant species as 
ecological indicators

• Insects for Beginners

• Introduction to Sedges

• Brassicaceae (Cruciferae) Cabbage family

• 30 Lichens to map

• Introduction to rushes

• Rocky shore ecology

• Apiaceae (Umbelliferae) Carrot Family

• Native Seed Conservation in Ireland

• Identifying coastal Atriplex and their hybrids

• Introduction to leaf miners

• Vegetation ecotopes and peat-forming Sphagnum 
mosses of raised bogs

Places.are.limited.so.advance.online..
booking.and.payment.is.essential:

Register.for.all.events.at..
www.biodiversityireland.ie/events/
.
For.further.information.on.events,.please.contact..
Tel..051.306.240.or..
email:.info@biodiversityireland.ie..
The.National.Biodiversity.Data.Centre,.
Beechfield.House,.WIT.West.Campus,..
Carriganore,.Waterford


